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Congratulations and thanks to Derilinx for your hard work on  

delivering the Climate Mineral Explorer. We are very pleased with 

how it has developed and I hope you are as well. We have received 

positive feedback on it already!

We look forward to extending the platform to include other 

minerals.

Susana Moreira

Senior Gas Specialist - Energy and Extractives Global Practice



FROM MINE TO 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE: 

BUILDING GREEN & MORE 
RESILIENT LITHIUM SUPPLY 
CHAINS

The objective of the Climate-Smart 

Mining Initiative (CSM) is to assist 

mineral-rich developing countries and 

emerging economies in responding to the 

growing demand for minerals needed for 

low-carbon technologies by responsibly 

and sustainably developing their strategic 

mineral resources while decarbonizing and 

reducing the environmental footprint of 

their mining sector.
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Derilinx worked with the CSM team to deliver 

a Climate Mineral Explorer tool that provides 

information on the energy, emissions and 

freshwater consumption of the lithium embodied 

in the batteries for electric vehicles (BEVs). 

The CME tool provides energy, mining, battery 

and electric vehicle (EV) manufacturers, 

governments and Civil Society Organisations 

(CSOs) stakeholders with key data and metrics 

to self-report aspects of their emissions and 

energy use throughout their operations, along 

with Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions reduction 

targets and actions they are taking to address 

climate change.

The platform allows for companies to self-report 

aspects of their emissions and energy use 

throughout their operations, along with GHG 

emissions reduction targets and actions they are 

taking to address climate change.



Understanding the supply chains of the minerals is crucial to help facilitate their 
steady and secure supply while minimising the emissions associated with these 
supply chains. 

This is an area of interest for both policy makers, investors and manufacturers that want to reduce carbon 

footprint across the chain. Access to data and information is required to enable informed decision making 

across the stakeholder landscape from mineral extraction to assembly and shipping.

Transition to Renewable Energy generation and storage will have a material 
impact on demand for critical material such as aluminium, copper and lithium. 

In the case of lithium the accelerated scale of demand is significant (the demand for the metal in 

2050 from just li-ion batteries for electric vehicles reaching over 500 percent of current levels 

of production). 

Climate-Smart Mining (CSM) supports the sustainable extraction, processing and recycling of minerals and 

metals needed to secure supply for low-carbon technologies and other critical sectors by creating shared 

value, delivering social, economic and environmental benefits throughout their value chain in developing and 

emerging economies. 

The CSM team developed a new program to better understand mineral supply chains, particularly in respect to 

developing countries, as well as the associated emissions of the minerals needed for Climate Action (SDG 13).

BACKGROUND
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CHALLENGES
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The Climate-Smart Mining team produced a prototype of the Climate Mineral Explorer.

This innovative project provides a view of the GHG, energy and water footprints for 

stakeholders along the supply chain of lithium, a mineral that is critical to deploy 

electric vehicles (EV) at scale for climate action. 

This prototype uses artificial intelligence (AI) technology to assess the “optimal supply 

chain” route from mine to end user to determine the ‘best’ lithium supply chain route 

to reduce GHG emissions, in accordance with user preferences and country location.

Using the prototype built by the CMS team as a base, Derilinx worked with them 
to develop the Climate Mineral Explorer (CME) platform, a user-friendly, publicly 
available application on energydata.info. The CME allows users to select, visualised 

and interact with top existing and user-built lithium supply chains to compare the 

emissions associated with their routes using default and/or user provided datasets. The 

platform also incorporates general data snapshots on lithium, a policy and regulatory 

section, and an about page, including the methodological note and a user guide.

This tool provide energy, mining, battery and electric vehicle (EV) manufacturers, 

governments and CSOs stakeholders with key data and metrics on the following: 

 + lithium emissions from mine to end-use; 

 + information on emission-reducing opportunities; 

 + and existing policy frameworks that work towards reducing their overall carbon 
footprint of these mineral supply chains. 

CME is based on Open Data, Open Source code, and the datasets are published under 

an Open Data License.

The tool is designed to be future-proofed to allow for future expansions. The font-end 

and back-end components are built in a way that accommodates the expansion plan 

of other minerals and low-carbon technologies on the platform. The application’s 

architecture will make possible for external parties to provide their data so that it may 

be integrated into the overall platform, either publicly or privately (e.g., aggregation 

of data).

 

THE  
SOLUTION

Derilinx worked with the CMS Team to develop the Climate 
Mineral Explorer (CME) platform, a user-friendly, publicly 
available application on EnergyData.Info.
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1. Users get access to data snapshots

2. Top supply chain information is presented in an user-friendly manner

The following screenshots show how the platform information is structured 
in four rich views:
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3. Users can build their own supply chain in an dynamic way

4. Matching policies and regulations are available to the users through interactive graphs
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BENEFITS Building Green and More Resilient Lithium Supply Chains

The data used in the dashboard provides information on the key global lithium-EV 

supply chain. It also enables users to customise their own supply chain and compare 

the emissions footprint of their supply chain against others. Information and data 

are then provided to users to help them understand their options in reducing their 

GHG emissions.

The Climate Mineral Explorer is looking to expand beyond 
lithium, and integrate other key minerals that are central 
to the energy transition, including potentially copper, 
nickel and manganese.

This first of a kind platform on lithium serves as a pilot for a wider project to 

create a larger, publicly available digital platform that captures a similar scope of 

information and data and embodies similar functionality for a much wider grouping 

of mineral-technology combinations. 

FUTURE
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We can help you with 
your next project!

GET IN TOUCH

derilinx.com
info@derilinx.com

Harness the power of data with Derilinx

Internationally 
renowned experts 

in Open Data, 
Data Cataloguing 
and Linked Data

Impeccable 
delivery track 

record

End to End 
expertise covering 

data strategy, 
publishing, 

web-application 
development, 
analytics and 

hosting

datAdore, an open 
source product 

used by the likes 
of the Work Bank, 

Ireland’s Open 
Data Programme 
and Smart Dublin

Outcome/Impact 
focused approach 
to data ensuring 
tangible results


